Lunar Way pricelist
1. Card
Type
Annual fee
Cash withdrawal in Eurozone, USA, United Kingdom, Sweden and
Norway1)
Payments with card in Eurozone, USA, United Kingdom, Sweden and
Norway2), 3)

Price
0 EUR
0 EUR
0%

Currency exchange in app4)

0%

Freeze card

0 kr.

Replacement card

13 EUR

Cash withdrawal in the rest of the world1)

1.2 Euro

Payments with card in the rest of the world 3), 5)

0.4%

1)

Some local ATMs charge a fee when withdrawing cash. This is not fees charged by Lunar Way, and Lunar Way cannot prevent such fees.

2)

This requires you to have exchanges your money to the used currency, prior to the transaction. If money is placed in EUR and used in USD, GBP,
SEK or NOK, the money is exchanged in the moment of the transaction. In such case the currency rate of the day from Mastercard is used:
https://www.mastercard.us/en-us/consumers/get-support/convert-currency.html

3)

Some Payment acquirers may charge a fee for using your card for a payment. This is not fees charged by Lunar Way, and Lunar Way cannot
prevent such fees. Remember always to pay in the local currency to minimize this risk.

4)

All currency exchanges in the opening hours of the foreign exchange market are exchanged with the current exchange fee, offered by our
partner. When the foreign exchange market is closed or inaccessible for an individual currency (for example weekends and banking holidays for
each individual country), a minor fee is charged to cover Lunar Way from any potential losses and large fluctuations in the exchange rates.
When the foreign exchange market is closed or inaccessible, you exchange with the latest accessible exchange rate including a fee of 0.5%.

5)

The card can be used all over the world as long as your money is placed in EUR. When conducting payments in other currencies than the ones
available, the currency rate of the day from Mastercard is used: https://www.mastercard.us/en-us/consumers/get-support/convertcurrency.html. The exchange rate of the day will have an additional fee of 0.4% for each payment.

The following limits apply on your prepaid Mastercard:
Type

Amount

Maximum balance at any time

15,000 Euro

Deposit limit per year

36,000 Euro

Deposit limit per month

5,000 Euro

Deposit limit per day

2,000 Euro

Max. deposit amount per deposit

1,000 Euro

Min. deposit amount per deposit

5 Euro

Exchange limit (deposit and exchanges in app) per year

50,000 Euro

Exchange limit (deposit and exchanges in app) per month

20,000 Euro

Exchange limit (deposit and exchanges in app) per day

15,000 Euro

Cash withdrawals per year

20,000 Euro

Cash withdrawals per month

10,000 Euro

Cash withdrawals per day

1,000 Euro

Payments with card per year

50,000 Euro

Payments with card per month

20,000 Euro

Payments with card per day
Daily limit on number of purchases
Daily limit on number of cash withdrawals

5,000 Euro
20
3

Daily limit on deposits and exchanges

15

Monthly limit on number of purchases

150

Monthly limit on number of cash withdrawals

30

Monthly limit on deposits and exchanges

50

Annual limit on number of purchases

1,000

Annual limit on number of cash withdrawals

300

Annual limit on deposits and exchanges

500

2. Bank Transfers
Type

Price

Standard bank transfers in all available currencies
in the app

0,5%

Exchange fee6)

0%

Rejected or failed bank transfers7)

0 EUR

Daily limit

15,000 EUR

Monthly limit

15,000 EUR

6)

All currency exchanges in the opening hours of the foreign exchange market are exchanged with the current exchange fee, offered by our
partner. When the foreign exchange market is closed or inaccessible for an individual currency (for example weekends and banking holidays for
each individual country), a minor fee is charged to cover Lunar Way from any potential losses and large fluctuations in the exchange rates.
When the foreign exchange market is closed or inaccessible, you exchange with the latest accessible exchange rate including a fee of 0.5%.

7)

When a failed or rejected bank transfer occurs, the fee for a bank transfer is not returned. However, no additional fee is applied.

